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In the current scenario of market a break neck competition is all you will come across during
establishing your online business. With the rising competition even the web solutions are available
at much lower costs then it used to be available. Therefore, setting up a website for your business is
not of much great deal. The matter of concern here is that if the website is serving your purpose or
not. It is very important in a web development that all the design and development are done keeping
in mind the strategies of your business. You may hire a software development company to provide
you the services but it will not be of use until and unless they understand the objective behind your
ideas.

Many a times the website owners are found to be concerning about the failure of the website but
cannot figure out the actual problem. Well, the problem can be from any part of the website which
can be poor designing, irrelevant coding or poor content management of the website. Often than not
website designing services providers are main culprits in this case. Therefore, it is very important for
the team responsible for your website to plan and execute things accordingly. Web solutions can be
very beneficial for your business if used with proper planning and management. Some of the pitfalls
faced by the website owners in their website due to irresponsible planning from the part of a
software development company can be looked upon in this article.

Too much of graphical content

Over excessive use of graphical content on the website can delay the loading time of the website.
All the graphical content on the website such as pictures, buttons and graphic files should be
optimally minimized for better user experience. It is the responsibility of the website designing
services team to offer light and attractive content on the website which would appeal to the
audience as well. A webpage should always have minimum loading time possible.

Donâ€™t make it too much flashy

Flash animations and moving objects are found to be very appealing on the website. However, if not
used with proper planning can come out to be a disadvantage for the owner. No one would like to
download a website which takes more than a few seconds to load. Every now and then
organizations hire a software development company for developing flash animations but they should
be used judiciously on the website.

More content and less banners

Never put a lot of banners on the website because they may reduce the amount of relevant content
on the website. In addition to that the search engines will also prefer a website with more content
rather than the banners of your company or your affiliates. One or two banners on a website of
decent size are more than enough to show off. Most of the web solutions services providers also
advice on using less banners on a website.

Judicious use of JavaScript on the website

Although JavaScript can add loads of functionalities to your website but it should be kept in mind
that you do not over use them thereby making the site complicated for the user. Ensure with your
website designing services team that they provide only relevant features to the website using
JavaScript.
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Importance of content

Content on a website holds very much importance in the success of a website from the SEO point of
view. If you are planning on getting SEO services from your software development company then it
is very important to add good quality unique content on the website. Other than that it is also
important for the visitors coming on your website because if it is not providing the information they
want then it needs to be changed. By adhering to all the above common pitfalls in a website design
services you will be able to build a better website to fulfill all your business requirements.
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